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Chapter: 1721

In the past few days, Lin Hongtu can be said to be very busy. While

trying to calm the chaos, on the other hand, he has to stabilize the

military.

Nowadays, several business partners of the Lin family, as well as the

largest shareholder, have serious opinions on them.

If the Lin family had no way to save the situation, the consequences

would be unimaginable.

Therefore, he was not particularly enthusiastic about the calls from

Wang Boyi and his son.

“Old Lin, I have a problem here. I hope you can save us. If you don’t

save us, then the Wang family will be in disaster!”

Patriarch Wang said in a sad voice, when facing Lin Hongtu, it was like

a dog wagging its tail.

You have to be as humble as you are.

Ok?

Lin Hongtu on the other end frowned. Who in the entire imperial

capital didn’t know that the Wang family was a dog of their Lin family?

As the saying goes, it depends on the owner to beat a dog!

If you dare to embarrass the Wang family, isn’t that slap them in the

face of the Lin family?

“Who is so bold!”

Lin Hongtu suddenly jumped into thunder, and there was a sense of

hostility in his voice.

Seeing this, everyone was overjoyed.

Lin Hongtu is angry, then things are about to turn around, and the kid

in front of him is afraid that he will be dead.

In their eyes, it looked like an existence like Lin Hongtu, and as long as

a finger moved, Lin Fan could be crushed to death!

“A great master, very arrogant! Saying that we are going to kill

everyone in our royal family, we put your name, but the other party still

doesn’t buy it, and it doesn’t put you in the eyes at all!”

The Patriarch of the Wang family quickly fanned the flames, intending

to further intensify the contradiction.

“Really? Then I want to see how sacred the other party is!”

Lin Hongtu snorted coldly. At this moment, he was really angry and

ordered the Wang Family Patriarch:

“You turn on the PA and let me call him directly!”

The Wang Family Patriarch pressed the PA with a grinning smile, and

his voice instantly expanded, and he also stared at Lin Fan insidiously.

It seemed to say:

“Boy, you will be a dead man soon!”

After pressing Amplify, everyone can clearly hear what Lin Hongtu

said.

“Your Excellency, dare you not give me the Lin Family’s face in the

imperial capital, should I say that you are a master of art and bold, or

should I say that you are looking for death?”

When Lin Hongtu spoke, he was absolutely strong!

The tone reveals the majesty and dominance that belongs to the king!

Undoubtedly!

Hearing this, both the Wang family and the Li family were very excited,

feeling completely stable this time!

And Lin Fan was just laughing, but he didn’t speak!

“Why, kid, so scared that you can’t even speak?”

Wang Boyi immediately clamored. Lin Hongtu supported him, and he

felt his waist straightened up.

Although their royal family couldn’t help Lin Fan, it was not so easy for

Lin Fan to kill them.

Upon seeing this, the Wang Family Patriarch also thought that Lin Fan

was afraid, and immediately sneered:

“It’s too late to know that I’m afraid now, isn’t it? Where’s your proud

energy just now?”

“Didn’t you tell me to call the Lin family? Now that the Lin family’s

Patriarch picks up your phone personally, why dare not to say it? Or

did you just think that I was trying to frighten you with mystery?”

Elder Li shook his head in disappointment. Although Lin Fan was

excellent, he didn’t know the heights of the sky, and even the Lin family

dared to offend him.

Don’t know a truth, it’s called just past easy break?

It’s so stupid!

At this time, Lin Fan was dead!

However, just when everyone thought Lin Fan was scared, they saw

Lin Fan sneer.

“Okay, old stuff, you can hear clearly!”

“I’m from Jiangnan, Lin Fan!”

Puff!

On the other end of the phone, there was the sound of Lin Hongtu

falling from the chair, obviously frightened.

Lin Fan?

Does this evildoer still leave the imperial capital?

It was because of him that the Lin family suffered the current situation

of total collapse. During this period of time, Lin Hongtu did not dare

to close his eyes, because closing his eyes was Lin Fan’s sneerful face.

And, the messy Lin family ruins!

He was once the most disgusting and contemptuous grandson, but

now he has become his nightmare, making him even the courage to

dream.

And the Wang family actually offended this monster?

The Wang family also noticed something was wrong, and asked

nervously:

“Patriarch, what’s the matter with you? Patriarch, why don’t you

speak?”

Lin Hongtu on the other end was silent for a long time.

It seemed that he was considering whether to give Wang Boyi and his

son a chance, because he was already completely afraid at this time.

Now that the Lin Family is in this situation, it really shouldn’t continue

to offend Lin Fan.

The ghost knows what crazy things this guy will do.

After hesitating for a long time, Lin Hongtu asked angrily:

“What do you want?”
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